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EVAN SWEARINGEN I The Bison 
Freshmen Braden Snyder, Grant Dowdy, and Coleman VanBrunt rehearse for TNT and Zeta Rho's 
Spring Sing show, "Southern Elves," on Wednesday, March 30, in the Benson Auditorium. TNT and 
Zeta Rho won the John H. Ryan Sweepstakes last year with their North Pole penguins performance. 
Harding's biggest night 
44th annual Spring Sing brings New York to Searcy for 
night of bright lights, big numbers, 'bigger' takeaways 
PARKER SAMUEL 
student writer 
Harding University will host its 44th annual Spring 
Sing show April 13-15. 
This year's theme, "Curtain Up!" will feature a variety 
of songs from Broadway shows. According to ensemble 
member sophomore Justice Laws, the songs will come from 
several different shows of varying popularity. 
"There's going to be some numbers that people don't 
know as well," Laws-said. "Bnt there's goi o be ome big 
songs that people have grown up listening to." 
The show will have several big numbers such as "A 
Musical," from "Something Rotten," "Don't Break the 
Rules," from "Catch Me If You Can," and "Bigger," a song 
performed by Neil Patrick Harris at the 67th Tony Awards. 
According to Spring Sing director Steven Frye, more people 
are engaged in Broadway now than ever before, and this is 
what is driving the Broadway theme for this year's show. 
'We wanted to showcase some of what makes live theater 
so important to so many people and show that art is vital 
to a thriving community, college and nation," Frye said. 
Bringing this Broadway style takes a lot of members. 
According to Frye, there are around 1,000 members involved 
in this year's show both on and off stage. 
"There are 20 social clubs creating eight club shows, 
numerous 'friends' from other clubs and students not in-
volved in social clubs, 28 ensemble members, 17 jazz band 
members, dozens of arrangers, costumers, graphic designers, 
technicians, etc.," Frye said. 
This many people working under one show requires a lot 
of communication on all levels. Iota Chi director sophomore 
Tori Cannefax, said that one of her biggest takeaways from 
this year's show is the amount of teamwork it requires to 
complete a production. 
"If we don't communicate something, it can fall apart 
quickly,"Cannefax said. "It's the people that make Spring 
Sing happen, more o than it· s.the ideas and what actually 
happens on stage." 
With the number of people needed to make the show 
happen, time commitments are also important for a quality 
show. The average club cast member has around 5 hours of 
practice a week before spring break and 8 hours of practice 
in the weeks leading up to the show. Other members, such 
as hosts and ensemble members, have to commit more time, 
according to junior host Ross Smith. 
"It may sound like a lot, but the noticeable progress 
and anticipated outcome is what makes it all worth it," 
Smith said. 
Frye believes that the time and effort that go into this 
show are beneficial to Harding as a whole. 
"There are few activities that can touch so many areas 
in so many positive ways," Frye said. "I am honored to be 
a part of the process." 
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One day of 
• service 
one year of 
inspiration 
EMILY FAULKNER 
asst. sports editor 
April 5 marks the 11th 
annual Bisons For Christ 
service day. This year's theme 
is "Continue 364."Bisons For 
Christ may only be one day 
of service, but the goal is to 
continue serving for the rest 
of the 364 days of the year. 
The scripture for this year 
is Hebrews 6:10; "God is not 
unjust; he will not forget your 
work and the love you have 
shown him as you have helped 
his people and continue to 
help them." 
"A goal we have for Bisons 
For Christ this year goes 
along with why we chose 
our theme; we want people 
to continually serve the rest 
of the year," senior Monica 
Giles, executive and leadership 
committee member said. 
Preparing for this annual 
event requires many meetings 
and hours focused on making 
it the best it can possibly be. 
The executive and leadership 
committees meet once or 
twice a week starting the 
week before Spring Break. 
As of right now, Bisons 
For Christ has 135 projects 
and is expecting to continue 
receiving calls for help until 
April 4, the day before the 
event. Last year, they had 
approximately 170 projects. 
The project leaders always 
hope that the number of 
groups signed up will equal the 
number of projects available. 
Bisons For Christ currently 
has 25 groups signed up for 
projects. 
Social clubs are by far 
some of the biggest groups of 
volunteers that come out for 
the day, according to Giles. 
"My favorite part is the 
Celebration Dinner that 
takes place after the projects 
hosted at College church of 
Christ," senior project man-
ager Michaela Isenberg said. 
"Here, we get to celebrate 
all of our good work with 
friends and hear individuals' 
testimonies of how they were 
able to help others, what they 
gained from the experience, 
and how they saw the love 
of Christ." 
The project managers are 
currently in the process of 
assigning projects to groups 
but generally, these groups 
do things such as helping 
clean Camp Tahkodah and 
Camp Wyldewood, sorting 
clothes for donations, cooking 
projects and doing yard work. 
"I love Bisons For Christ, 
and I have a lot of passion 
for it, but I just needed a 
way to share that passion," 
involvement chair freshman 
Carson Gentrr said. "Fmding 
projects can be a hard job but 
getting people to fill them 
is so important." 
The Bisons For Christ 
committee had a popcorn 
party in the Student Center 
on Wednesday, March 29, 
to tell people about Bisons 
For Christ and encourage 
them to sign up. Their goal 
for involvement this year is 
3,000 students, compared to 
last year's 2,500. 
"Serving is such an im-
portant part of our faith as 
believers inJesus;Jesus came 
down to this earth and all he 
did was serve," Gentry said. 
"As busy college students 
we just need to remember 
our purpose, and Bisons 
for Christ gives us a perfect 
opportunity to be like Jesus." 
Britain soon to sever already weak link 
International programs not to be greatly affected by transitional period 
NATALIE E. SMITH 
asst. web editor 
Official divorce proceedings began on Wednesday, March 
29 for Britain's two-year withdrawal process from the Euro-
pean Union (EU). Britain voted in a referendum last June 
to leave the EU by invoking Article 50. 
Article 50 is a plan for any country that wishes to di-
vorce from the EU, and was created as part of the Treaty 
of Lisbon, an agreement reached by all EU states which 
was passed into law in 2009. It gives both sides two years 
to reach agreement. According to the BBC, if everything 
goes according to plan and the UK and the 27 remaining 
EU member states agree to extend the deadline for talks, 
the UK will leave on March 29, 2019. Before Wednesday, 
Article 50 had never been invoked. 
In her letter to EU Council President Donald Tusk, 
British Prime Minister Theresa May said that a failure to 
reach a trade deal within the allotted two-year period could 
"weaken" Britain's cooperation with the EU in the fight 
against terrorism. 
However, in an interview with BBC's Andrew Neil 
on BBC One, May said that she "would like to be able to 
maintain the degree of cooperation on these matters that 
we have currently." 
Harding Dean of International Programs Jeff Hopper 
said he sees Brexit in a worldwide context. 
"I think that in almost all thinking and trends there is 
a pendulum that swings back and forth and right now, the 
pendulum is swinging toward nationalism and individual-
ity," Hopper said. "You see it in the U.S. under the current 
administration, you see it in Turkey to the point that it's 
causing unrest ... The most extreme example is Syria, where 
you have the government at war with several factions who 
are against the government. It's in this world context that 
I see Brexit." 
Hopper said that in dividing itself from the EU, Britain 
is creating a unifying factor among its people. He also said 
that he thinks that Brexit is just a way of confirming what 
was already felt by the British population. 
"Through the history of the EU, you could get in a car 
in Italy and drive through France and Spain and never have 
to show your passport to cross the border - you still had 
to show your passport to enter Great Britain, so there's a 
In this issue 
sense that they were never fully a member in the sense that 
countries on the continent were," Hopper said. "So the 
relationship has been weak and now they're severing it. It's 
a reveal of what people were thinking and feeling already." 
Among changes in international atmosphere, in trade 
and possibly in partnership regarding crime and terrorism, 
the pound is expected to decrease in value slightly. Harding 
senior Marie Pierre Lacoss, who has lived in England since 
1998, says that she and others in her situation may have 
difficulty going back to live in England. 
"I'm a quarter French, so before, I could get French cit-
izenship through my mother and live in England," Lacoss 
said. "Now, because of Brexit, my brothers and I are just 
planning to apply for British citizenship this summer which 
is just more of a hassle for us and people in similar situations." 
As far as Harding's International Program in England is 
concerned, Hopper said that students have no reason to worry. 
''I'm hoping and expecting the pound to drop in value 
and try to grab more students for the (Harding University 
England) program,"Hopper said. "I'm thinking it might still 
drop again and that would be the best time for students to 
get signed up." 
2A I Friday, March 31, 2017 
Sigma Nu Tau 
inducts students 
JESSIE SMITH 
student writer 
On April 6, Harding will 
induct the first students to 
the 23rd chapter of Sigma 
Nu Tau Entrepreneurship 
Honor Society in the atrium 
of the Mabee building. 
With the addition of the 
Waldron Center in the College 
of Business Administration 
( COBA) last fall, the program 
also shifted to include 
different concentrations in 
the management degree, 
including the entrepreneurship 
concentration. Assistant 
professors of business Dr. 
David Kee and Dr. Ken Olree 
wanted a way to honor the 
highest achieving scholars in the 
new field, so they approached 
Sigma Nu Tau since they also 
focused on ethics. 
"Entrepreneurship as a 
major, or even as a field of 
study, is fairly new in most 
schools," Kee said. "They 
deserve a specific honor." 
The Harding chapter of 
Sigma Nu Tau is the 23rd 
chapter worldwide and the 
first chapter in Arkansas, Dr. 
Nancy Church, the founder 
of the entrepreneurial honor 
society in 2009, will attend 
the induction ceremony along 
with President Bruce McLarty, 
Dean of CO BA Allen Frazier 
and David W aldron, who 
funded the Waldron Center. 
The members of Sigma 
Nu Tau will elect officers 
and hold meetings, but the 
primary goal of the honor 
society is to advocate support 
for entrepreneurship and 
honor academic excellence in 
the field of study, according 
to Frazier. 
"The United States 
free enterprise system has 
always placed great value on 
the ingenuity of the small 
business," Frazier said. "But 
frankly, I think the popularity 
ofTV's 'Shark Tank' actually 
raised the awareness of a lot 
of very young people that the 
startup experience is within 
the reach of many people 
with innovative ideas and the 
determination and discipline 
to pursue them." 
At least nine students 
will join Sigma Nu Tau at 
the induction ceremony, 
according to Kee.Membership 
requires completion of all 
the offered entrepreneurship 
courses, at least a 3.2 GPA 
and recommendations from 
teachers. The honor goes 
beyond classwork but includes 
an internship, work with local 
businesses, development of a 
business plan and outstanding 
Christian citizenship. 
"Entrepreneurs are either 
seen as heroes ... or they're 
seen as people who can't 
figure out what else to do," 
Kee said. "This is a situation 
where those students who 
specialize in this very unique 
but needed field are getting 
honored for accomplishing 
a wide variety of tasks, and 
I always believe in honoring 
students - those who work 
hard, the high achievers, 
those who will probably end 
up making a big difference 
in society." 
Entrepreneurship appeals 
to many students because 
companies now want to hire 
self-starting young people, 
but some students in th e 
department have already 
started their own businesses, 
according to Kee. 
"The economic future of 
(the) United States and the 
rest of the world depends on 
the entrepreneurs," said senior 
Manuel Bamntes Duarte, one 
of the inductees into Sigma 
Nu Tau. "If they succeed, their 
innovations can even improve 
our standard of living." 
Courtesy of GRANT SCHOL 
Students climb to the top of The Duomo of Florence while studying abroad with Harding University in 
Florence during the fall 2016 semester. Students who sign up for the new combined program will receive 
$1,000 off the international program fee. 
HUF, HUG programs combine 
for the upcoming fall semester 
KALEB TURNER 
student writer 
For the first time in the history of H arding's International 
Programs, students now have the opportunity to experience 
both the Harding University in Florence (HUF) and 
Harding University in Greece (HUG) programs in the fall 
of 2017. Students will begin at HUG in mid-September 
and end the program before Christmas break at HUF. 
According to Jeff Hopper, dean of International 
Programs, the total number of people signed up for HUF 
and HUG in the fall increased from 17 to the limit of 40 
with a waiting list of 12 for the combined program within 
two days of the announcement. 
Hopper said the motivation behind the combined 
program stemmed from low enrollment numbers for the 
individual HUF and HUG programs in the fall. 
"We have seen long waiting lists for our spring programs 
and lower enrollment for the fall programs," Hopper said. 
"We know that the programs have been the same in the 
fall and spring so we assume this imbalance is due to 
student preference." 
Freshman Grady Moore transferred to the HUF/ 
HUG program from Harding University Latin America 
(HULA) after hearing about the opportunity to study in 
both Italy and Greece. 
"I switched programs because of the fact that it is two 
different trips in one - how you get to see the highlights of 
the Greece trip and the Italy trip, and then you get to free 
travel,"Moore said. "It's really about getting to experience 
as much as possible in one trip to Europe." 
For students going to the combined program like 
Moore, Hopper said the program will provide a much 
deeper knowledge and understanding of ancient history 
in the area. 
"Doing the site visits at HUG then HUF will provide a 
hands-on, seamless, continuous flow from ancient history, 
starting with the Minoan and Sumerian civilizations, then 
on through Canaanite, Israelite, Greek, Roman, medieval 
and Renaissance features," Hopper said. 
According to Hopper, there will be no "HUF only" 
or "HUG only" program in the fall, but he believes the 
combined program will provide a greater benefit to the 
students participating in the combined program. 
"(Executive vice president) David Collins suggested we 
try combining the two programs in the fall to see if a more 
attractive program could be created on a one-time, special 
occasion basis, and if the idea worked it would have the 
additional benefit of having a more solid social core with 
more students," Hopper said. 
Ashel Parsons, International Programs administrator, 
said the program will have a combined course schedule 
with combined faculty as well. 
"Both HUG and HUF original faculty (Dr. Dennis 
Matlock and Dr. Cliff Ganus) will be with the group the 
whole semester," Parsons said. "The HUG directors will 
only direct the HUG portion and the HUF directors will 
only direct the HUF portion." 
Parsons also said that the significant tours featured in 
each individual program will be included in the combined 
program. In addition, students will still be able to take 
advantage of independent travel at the conclusion of the 
semester. 
The combined program will cost no more than a traditional 
semester abroad, and students who sign up for the program 
will receive a Sl,000 discount on the cost of the program. 
Likewise College collects books for prison library 
RAIANNE MASON 
student writer 
According to a study conducted by the National Bureau 
of}ustice, 76.6 percent of prisoners released from prison 
in 2015 were rearrested within five years, a statistic that 
Likewise College, the first higher education institution 
offered to prison inmates, is hoping to change. 
The goal of the Likewise College program is to provide 
an opportunity to break the cycle of recidivism. 
"Likewise is one tool that we can provide to inmates 
while they are still in prison," senior social work major 
Sarah Littleton, facilitator of the Likewise Task Force, said. 
"(It's designed) to help them to use their time in prison 
wisely, prepare them to have productive and fulfilling lives 
outside of prison, and to instill hope and positive values 
within them." 
As well as providing college level courses, Likewise 
College has begun collecting books for an academic library. 
The library will be in the Tucker Unit prison in Tucker, 
Arkansas. According to Dr.Jeff Kreh, the president of Like-
wise College, the goal is to raise funds to build a separate 
space connected to the chapel. He said it would be about 
a 2,500 to 3,000 square foot dedicated space having basic 
resources and computer resources. 
"These men and women want to learn," Tanner Mc-
Donald, volunteer leader for Likewise College, said. "I 
think it will not only be a place where we have books, but 
a place where those books are used." 
The books collected for the library come from a variety 
of donors. 
"This past semester, we got donations from Brackett 
Library, books that they weren't using anymore, the ERC 
(Education Research Center) and the education program, as 
well as donations from outside sources like the individuals 
in the community," McDonald said. 
The Brackett Library has also donated 250 shelves. 
Kreh hopes to involve even more institutions as the library 
progresses. 
"We would love to see a collaborative effort not just 
with Harding students and Harding faculty but with the 
private students and faculty across the state and even across 
the U.S.,"Kreh said. 
According to Kreh, they also hope to involve students 
even more in the future. 
"(We hope) the really good feeling that your books 
could change someone's life (will outweigh) the value of 
getting 15 percent of what you paid at the beginning of 
the semester back at the end of the year," Kreh said. 
Kreh also said they are looking for a wide variety of 
books to include in the library. 
"Anything business will have utility to us as we get into 
the science and entrepreneurship program," Kreh said. ''As 
well as anything devotional-oriented we could put into 
the prison chapel library that could help build goodwill 
and help further encourage that relationship is good help 
long term too." 
The books are meant to be an academic resource, but 
they also have a humanitarian effect. 
"Hope is the biggest benefit of the library," Littleton 
said. "If the library can give them a glimpse into the love 
that their creator has for them and thereby the love that 
we have for them, the library will have achieved its purpose 
in my mind." 
For more information on how to donate, email senior 
Raneisha Stassin at rfrankli@harding.edu. 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE LADY BISONS 
AMANDA FLOYD I The Bison 
Chancellor Emeritus Cliff Ganus and his wife Louise Ganus join dozens of faculty and staff behind the Ganus Athlet ic Center on Thursday, March 23 to 
w elcome the Lady Bisons, including freshman guard Hannah Jameson (left) and sophomore guard Riley Rose (right), after the Elite 8 Championships in 
Columbus, Ohio. "I think they had a tremendous season this year," Cliff Ganus said. ''They played very well and supported themselves very well, and we 
are very proud of them." Cliff Ganus attended all of the Elite 8 games. 
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Talking with The Times 
hannah j. moore 
it's 
complicated 
lexi hoagland am pro-people. I believe in God, and 
------------=--- I believe God created men and women 
accomplish those. 
guest 
writer 
Ever since high school, I have prayed God would give me a path where 
I can be a light in the world. I prayed 
that God would grant me small and 
large opportunities to be the person he 
has called me to be. 
On Monday, March 20, Harding asked 
if I would be willing to be interviewed by 
The New York Times with my view on 
feminism from a conservative Christian 
perspective. And there it was, a complete 
and utterly unexpected answer from God. 
This was one of his big plans for me to 
speak about the gospel, and I could not 
have been more honored and stunned 
at the same time. 
The New York Times reporter, Eilene 
Zimmerman, asked what feminism 
meant to me. Feminism to me is all about 
empowering people. I am proud to be a 
woman, so I am definitely pro-woman. 
But I am also pro-man. Ultimately, I 
.~ 
~ 
with individualized skills and attributes. 
I do not believe God created man to 
be loved any more than woman and 
likewise. I believe he loves us all equally, 
and that's what I am called to do as a 
woman and as a human being, love and 
empower people. 
When I was thinking about what 
it meant to be the 'ultimate woman,' 
I thought of Proverbs 31. Proverbs 
31:10-31 talks about being a wife of 
noble character (I am not married .... 
I know, and I go to Harding.) For the 
last year, I have striven to be a woman 
of noble character. I want to be the type 
of woman God calls me to be: someone 
who has full confidence in herself, a 
woman who believes in herself and is 
comfortable in believing she can achieve 
whatever her heart desires. I am called 
to be a woman who finds a greater need 
than herself. I am called to be a woman 
who is respectful, bold, diligent and 
hardworking. 
I am a triplet, the other two being 
boys, and I have been blessed to never 
feel as though I couldn't be as successful, 
if not more successful, than my brothers. 
I have dreams and visions just like them, 
and I am confident in the fact that I can 
I realize and see that there are issues 
out there that strong women are fight-
ing for. These are issues that I am still 
learning about. I am concerned that some 
women do not feel capable of succeeding 
or comfortable in their own skin. I can 
see a divide between men and women 
when it comes to personal beliefs, wages 
and respect. I think it is important for 
men and women to come together and 
help one another out. We are called to 
empower one another; we are all one in 
the eyes of God. 
The interview scared me. I knew 
my view was going to be different than 
Ms. Zimmerman's. However, Eilene 
Zimmerman carried the interview with 
grace and open ears to truly hear what 
I had to say. At the end of the day, she 
is my sister and I respect her point of 
view. And that is an aspect of feminism: 
mutual respect. This has been a learning 
opportunity for me, and I am still hoping 
to learn more about feminism. I do not 
consider myself an expert on feminism; I 
am simply basing what I believe around 
God's word and who I am called to be. 
LEXI HOAGLAND is a 
guest writer for the Bison. 
She may be contacted at 
ahoagland@harding.edu. 
'Young, scrappy 
and hungry' 
I did my laundry this week. I'm pretty clean so I'm not sharing this story to express its novelty, but to 
share a problem too many college students have to 
suffer through: finding enough quarters to feed the 
machines. After spending three whole dollars for the 
sake of cleanliness and hygiene, some of my towels 
and flannels still weren't dry. When I have to handle 
all of my financial aid and work enough hours to be 
able to feed myself, the least of my monetary prior-
ities should be stashing away an extreme amount of 
mini-Washingtons for the spinning water devices. 
It's hard being a poor college student. And by poor I 
mean literally being pushed from a low-income family 
nest at the very top of the tree, forced to either fly 
or crash and die. This is contrasted to the trust fund, 
daddy's credit card nest near enough to the bottom 
that there is no threat ofbodily harm and a guarantee 
to return to the nest if you can't manage to fly. 
Want to Work for The Bison? 
Tuition is not cheap no matter where you attend 
school, and the price has been skyrocketing. According 
to the National Center for Education Statistics, in 
the span between the 2004-05 and 2014-15 school 
years, the average public undergraduate tuition and 
fees rose 33 percent, and private schools saw a 26 
percent increase. The average price for all institutions 
was $4,563 in 1984-85, as compared to the 2014-15 
price ofS21,728. All of these numbers were adjusted 
for inflation. 
Something I've asked myself way too many times, 
and I'm sure you can relate, is "why is everything so 
darn-tootin' expensive?" Product prices are determined 
by supply and demand through the proverbial "market." 
Personally, all of that jargon just describes corporations 
determining the prices of their products based on how 
much profit they'd like to secure (and this is typically 
way too huge of a number). 
Student Publications positions are available for the 
2017-2018 schoolyear. Applications will be available 
on The Link on Monday, April 3. 
If you're a woman, not only will you make less 
money but you will also spend more. The Economic 
Policy Institute says that women make 17 cents less 
than a man. And according to the New York City 
Department of Consumer Affairs, products specifically 
marketed to women are on average 7 percent more 
expensive than those marketed to men. 
thelink.harding.edu 
Rebirth of the Renaissance man I'm no expert in economics, but all of this seems like a raw deal to me. 
-----------"-g_ra_n_t_s_te_w_a_rt because I used to believe that I was a jack- Today.it seems like we are drifting slowly 
In an ideal world, there would be no such thing as 
money. Merchants and consumers would just exchange 
their goods and everyone would have everything they 
needed to survive. But this world is sick and broken. 
People idolize money and they will do whatever it takes 
to get more ofit, because ultimately, money is power. 
But alas, this is the system that we are stuck with. 
asst. copy 
editor 
Iwas a nerdy kid growing up, to say the least. My personal heroes included 
Luke Skywalker, Indiana Jones and the 
red Power Ranger. However, one of my 
all-time favorites remains to be Aragorn, 
son of Arathom. Aragorn had a lot going 
for him. He was a wild ranger who was 
friends with elves and eventually made 
his way to becoming this awesome king. 
How cool is that? 
As I would discover later in life, Aragom 
had something that really made me admire 
him. Aragorn was an amazing leader and 
warrior, but he was also a healer, tracker, 
poet, singer and master of all things out-
doors who had extensive knowledge of 
history and many other subjects. Aragorn 
is what we would call a renaissance man. 
If someone were to take his skills down a 
notch, he would be known as a jack-of-all-
trades, which is someone who is good at 
many things but not necessarily a master 
of one thing. 
This was particularly relevant to me 
of-all-trades. I could hold my own in sports, toward a specialized world. We stick to 
though I was by no means great at any of studying and pursuing a fidd that correlates 
them. I was a good student, though I was with our majors while giving minimal effort 
by no means on top in any of my classes. toward our liberal arts credits along the way. 
And the list goes on. It was not until I fell Outside of this, though, we are pretty busy. 
in love with writing that I began to really We have social lives on top of all these hours 
hone my skills toward a specialty. That's of classes and homework, and this makes it 
not to say that I left my other hobbies hard to pursue other interests. I encourage 
behind, but I finally found the thing I everyone to pursue these other passions, 
was the best at. but don't stop at learning just enough to be 
While! do believe everyone has something a "jack" at it. Become a renaissance man or 
they do best and should work at that skill woman. Find something that has nothing 
with all of their hearts, I also believe that to do with your major and learn about it, 
allowing time to pursue multiple fields is a master it, then find something new. 
goodthingtoo.Recently,Ibeganresearching I believe that ifwe stop learning, we 
how to identify different trees and birds. become stagnant. In order to stay sharp 
I know this does not sound particularly and connect with people you may have 
interesting, but I could never tell an oak never had the chance to meet in the first 
from a spruce. I guess I had never been place, try learning something new. If you 
particularly interested enough to find out are an engineering major, maybe try to take 
much about it until now. However, this is a class or join a club focused on writing 
so far out of my usual research topics, such short stories. If you are a theatre major, try 
as "trends in modem Southern literature" or learning more about amphibian biology. In 
"methods of investigative journalism" that it short, don't be afraid to try new things. Just 
comes as a breath of fresh air, and I love it. because learning something new will not 
I always try to learn at least one new thing necessarily help your GPA (unless you take 
outside of my particular field ofinterest per a class), it is still important to learn. Like 
day. I try to read articles or books about my man Aragom said, "Deeds will not be 
great leaders or fascinating historical figures less valiant because they are unpraised." 
before I go to bed. Occasionally, I try to GRANT STEWART is the 
substitute the biographies with books on assistant copy editor for the Bison. 
economics or science, which, unfortunately, He may be contacted at 
works as an excellent sedative for me. gstewart1@harding.edu. 
So, how should we handle all of this? Patiently. 
Don't pick a career for the money. I know I just 
talked about how hard it is to struggle financially, but 
your life goals shouldn't be centered around greenbacks 
and greed. Choose a path that will allow you to follow 
your passions while fostering loving relationships with 
those around you. 
Tangible goods will never satisfy, so spend the 
extra money you do have on experiences, not things. 
My parents would absolutely have my head if I told 
them I was saving a lot of my paycheck for Hamilton 
tickets, illustrating a huge generational discrepancy 
with this type of thinking. However, I think it's better 
to spend your cash now on events you will remember 
for the rest of your life than to buy stuff you'll most 
likely throw away or forget about. You'll regret that 
you never flew out to Spain or road-tripped to the 
next state over to see your favorite band. 
You can handle being poor for a little while longer. 
Like Alexander Hamilton, the ten- dollar founding 
father without a father, we are young, scrappy and 
hungry. And by hungry, I mean actually physiologi-
cally hungry. 
HANNAH J. MOORE is the opinions editor 
for the Bison. 
She may be contacted at hmoore@harding.edu. 
lwitter: @hannah_j_moore 
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joshuajohnson 
same song, 
second verse 
'Love the 
musical, hate 
the animal' 
In the Nov. 4, 2016 issue of the Bi-son, I told you the story of a very 
unfortunate bet I made with my friend 
Zach. Let me recap the wager so you 
may appropriately enjoy my chagrin 
over what you are about to read. 
Convinced that Clinton would 
clinch the presidency, I told Zach 
that if Hillary won, he should glue a 
Shipley's glazed doughnut to his face 
and run across the Front Lawn for an 
hour. Naturally, for the sake of good 
sportsmanship, I told him to name his 
price in the event of a Trump upset. 
He thought hard, then: "I want you 
to put the word 'CAT' in your column 
50 times." 
I believe I used the words, "Why 
not?" to seal the deal, closing myself 
into what I would soon realize for 
what it was - a feline coffin of a most 
sturdy construction. Not only that, I 
hate cats. Unlike Victoria in "How I 
Met Your Mother," I love the musical, 
hate the animal. Cats are pretentious 
and lazy, and you know how it's hard 
to get along with those who are mirror 
images of yourself? It's that kind of 
dilemma. 
In the column to follow Trump's 
November triumph, I did manage to 
include a total of six CAT references, 
but I considered that a weak start to the 
arduous payback on my ill-conceived 
hope of seeing Zach suffer a glazed 
humiliation. You can't imagine the 
depth of my initial disappointment. It 
was supposed to be such a rewarding 
outcome. The photographs and aesthet-
ically pleasing Snapchat videos were 
going to be an exquisite addition to my 
personal media portfolio. I thought I 
had a win in the bag. I "flew the W" 
with haste, only to find myself in a 
hole reminiscent of "Dewey Defeats 
Truman" in 1948. 
Now, our society is breaking, and I 
have a debt on my conscious. But I am 
a man of my word. With only several 
columns left in my chiefship, I need 
to alleviate this guilt. 
It was a messy election - a mud-
slinging tragicomedy, rampant with 
ill- formulated attacks, irreversible 
agendas and broken promises. This is 
where we are. This is where our country 
finds itself at the eleventh hour. 
As for me, well, I refuse to be just 
another broken promise. 
To my three religious readers (this 
does not include my mom), I apologize 
for what you are about to endure. I will 
make it up to you next week with a 
peaceful, guiltless return to my usual 
column-writing style, recently de-
scribed as: "folksy stories, sometimes 
with a point." 
For now, Zach Slomers, enjoy 
your victory. Enjoy the knowledge of 
the sleepless nights you solicited as I 
searched for a loophole, a wormhole, 
anything to get me out of this grimalkin 
agreement. 
You win, my friend. I should have 
gotten this over with a long time ago ... 
CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT 
CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT 
CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT 
CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT 
CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT 
CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT 
CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT CAT 
CAT CAT CAT CAT 
JOSHUA JOHNSON is the 
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jaisa hogue 
news 
editor 
A bout a month and a half ago, I went to 
.l"l.a concert on campus and listened to a 
huge crowd of college students sing along to 
their middle school sweetheart. When Jesse 
McCartney held the mic out to us, we shouted 
the words to "Beautiful Soul" as if they were the 
most heartfelt, meaningful lyrics ever written. 
The Benson Auditorium was overwhelmed with 
a sense of togetherness as those melodies brought 
back a stream of memories for everyone there. 
The day after that, I was watching TV when 
an episode of Glee came on, and that particular 
episode ended with the Glee club singing "Keep 
Holding On" by Avril Lavigne. It was powerful 
and perfect for the "all-in-this-together'' kind of 
vibe the show thrives on, and I started singing 
along. Then I felt myself starting to cry. But I 
wasn't crying because of what was happening 
in the show. I cried because the song reminded 
me of the time I blasted it on repeat on my old 
Windows computer and bawled because my 
grandma was in the hospital and there was 
nothing else I could do. 
Music is power 
One of my all-time favorite singers is Ed 
Sheeran because his music has been such a 
constant part of my life. Through every emo-
tional and crazy time in my life, I listened to his 
music. I would listen to "Let It Out" when I felt 
sad or lonely, and it would instantly make me 
feel better. I don't know what it was about his 
music, but I always felt comforted by every song. 
If you would have asked me about K-Pop 
a few months ago, I would have defined it as 
that weird, semi-annoying Asian band my 
roommate would play in the car and spend all 
her money on. Now, I know it as the greatest 
display of entertainment ever. K-Pop means 
Korean Pop, but it's not just pop. It's more 
of a mashup of every genre ever. Every music 
video is a huge production and the groups do 
amazing choreography. My favorite groups are 
BTS, Got7 and EXO; you should look them up. 
These groups have surpassed some of my 
favorite American music artists even if they 
sing mostly in Korean, and I have to watch 
every interview with English subtitles. I look up 
translated versions of the lyrics and I've listened 
to the songs so much now that I know what 
they're saying. Even though we don't speak the 
same language, I can listen to their songs and 
connect with the feeling. I understand what 
the song means and can appreciate the music. 
Jesse McCartney, Avril Lavigne, Ed Sheeran 
and K-Pop artists have all influenced my life 
at some time or another. I can listen to one of 
their songs and remember other times I have 
heard it. I love that we can understand people's 
thoughts and struggles through music and we 
can relate to each other in the same way. 
Think about the song you played on repeat 
after your first break up or on the way to your 
high school graduation. For you, that song 
represents a specific time in your life, a specific 
feeling or memory. That same song could be 
just as important to someone else too. 
BTS's new song "Spring Day" talks about 
missing someone and the pain experienced when 
wondering when you'll ever see them again. As 
I listen to this song, I try to sing along to the 
Korean lyrics, and I imagine someone in Korea 
trying to sing along to the few English parts as 
well. Both of us could be listening to the same 
song and thinking about the people we miss. 
That's the best part about music: that it is 
so universal. It can connect cultures and peo-
ple from all over the world. Even if we don't 
speak the same language or come from the 
same background, we can understand each 
other through music. It can unite people from 
different countries and influence culture all over 
the world, even transcending language barriers. 
Music may be an art form, but I could easily 
argue that it is also one of the most powerful 
things on this planet. 
JAISA HOGUE is the news editor 
for the Bison. 
She may be contacted at 
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Interested in writing a guest column? 
Contact Hannah J. Moore at hmoore@harding.edu. 
There are many reasons to stay home when you're sick: to give the body rest, to avoid 
infecting co-workers, to rebuild your immune 
system or to catch up on reality television. 
But perhaps the most compelling reason to 
skip work when you're under the weather is 
to minimize your exposure to advice. 
I have it on good authority that the worst 
thing you can do for your health is to listen 
to other people telling you what to do. Just 
to be clear, I d,on't mean you should ignore 
medical professionals. These people know 
what they're talking about. But it seems that 
as soon as you come down with something, 
suddenly everyone you know becomes a doctor. 
My uncle is a retired pharmacist, and he's 
constantly amused by the fact that people call 
him for medical advice, listen intently and 
then proceed to do something else that their 
hairdresser suggested. In fact, beauty salons 
are veritable hotbeds of dabbling diagnostics 
and home remedies. I blame the hairspray 
fumes for these delusions of grandeur. 
Academics are among the worst offend-
ers. Alexander Pope famously said, "A little 
learning is a dangerous thing," but the only 
thing worse is a lot oflearning. As a college 
professor, I work with many highly educated 
people. I love these folks dearly. But I am 
slowly realizing that I should never mention 
to some of them that I am sick, even with 
the hiccups. 
Here's an example. When I was laid low 
by illness earlier this month, someone told 
My name is mud 
michael 
claxton 
me that I should eat dirt. At first I thought 
she had just mixed her metaphors and had 
meant to tell me to eat crow or something. 
But no. She was serious about recommending 
soil. Grime. Muck. For lunch. Apparently, 
the probiotic dirt diet is sweeping the nation. 
It's funny. I've spent my life sweeping dirt 
OUT of the house. It's often been said that 
a single grain of sand would die ofloneliness 
on our family's living room rug. I was trained 
to wash my hands more times a day than 
the average heart surgeon. When I told my 
mother that someone said I should eat dirt, 
her first response was, "Is it clean?" 
But now, everyone is reading the new 
book by Dr. Josh Axe called "Eat Dirt." 
His reasoning for touting an earthy diet 
goes something like this. Dirt is good for 
us. It contains nutrients our body needs. In 
fact, our body is composed of a significant 
amount of the grimy stuff. Dirt is useful in 
digestive health and in building the immune 
system. The more we wash bacteria out of our 
lives, the good Dr. Axe explains, the more 
vulnerable we become. 
So he tells us to go barefoot more often, 
not to wash vegetables, and even to sprinkle 
a little probiotic dirt on our lasagna. It gives a 
new meaning to the phrase "salt of the earth." 
"Eat Dirt" has sold over half a million 
copies in six months. Meanwhile, my book 
has sold 350 copies in three years. There is 
no justice. Maybe I'll hit pay-dirt next time. 
Seriously, after all the progress ·humans 
have made as a species, now we are reverting 
to dirt. I don't think that's what God meant 
by "to dust you shall return." In fact, I was 
always told that dirt was what people ate 
during'the Great Depression when food was 
hard to find. But food is not hard to find. The 
Waffle House is open 24 hours. 
My friend even offered to sell me a jar of 
dirt, but I quickly sensed this was part of a 
pyramid scheme, where some guy in Sedona 
is making a killing selling grit to people who 
forget that they, too, have backyards. Though 
apparently soils from some areas taste better 
than soils from others. Just the same, I'm 
definitely not getting mixed up with these 
Sandinistas. 
Every day our world gets just a little more 
messy. I do apologize for all this filthy talk. 
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest 
writer for the Bison. 
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mclaxto1@harding.edu. 
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Rub 
of the 
Green 
#ForeverToThee 
After watching the NCAA 
Regional Championship games 
earlier this week and seeing 
which teams will compete in 
this year's Final Four, I came 
really close to writing this weeks 
column about The Masters 
( the best weekend in all of 
sports) which takes place next 
weekend. But it's still the Final 
Four, so I almost feel obligated 
to write about it, regardless of 
which teams are competing. 
This year's NCAA Tourna-
ment has gone in a direction 
that not many people expected. 
Gonzaga is in the Final Four 
for the first time in program 
history, Oregon hasn't been to 
the Final Four in 78 years, the 
last time beingwhen theywon 
the tournament, South Caro-
lina had four total tournament 
wins coming into this year's 
national tournament ( they have 
four wins in this tournament 
alone); and North Carolina 
had the highest percentage of 
ESPNTournament Challenge 
brackets filled out to win it all 
(15.2 percent). Out of nearly 
18 million brackets filled out 
on ESPN, only 2,099 (.01 
percent) had Gonzaga, Oregon 
and South Carolina in their 
Final Four. 
Last year's championship 
game between UNC and 
Villanova was one that will 
go down as one of the greatest 
championship games everpla)w. 
It kick-started an ina-edible year 
in sports championship games. 
Because that game was so good, 
it is easy for someone to fear 
that this year's championship 
game will not be nearly as 
exciting because of the teams 
that have the potential to play 
in it. Gonzaga, while still being 
a No. 1 seed, has been called 
overrated all season because 
of their weaker regular-season 
schedule. Oregon lost one of 
their best players during their 
conferencetournament,and 
while they still found a way to 
knockoff a tournament-favorite 
Kansas team, there is doubt 
they will be able to do it again 
against the powerhouse that is 
North Carolina.And nobody 
expected South Carolina to 
make this incredible run. Most 
Arkansas funs, however, believe 
they should have been seeded 
higher than South Carolina 
since they were able to beat 
them during the regular season. 
Personally speaking, I think 
the best chance the national 
championship game has for 
its TV ratings not to drop this 
year is for a South Carolina/ 
North Carolina match-up. 
North Carolina is easily the 
best team in the Final Four. 
They have been one of the 
favorites to win it all since 
the beginning of the season. 
And everybody loves a good 
David and Goliath match-up, 
and it seems like destiny is on 
the side of South Carolina in 
this tournament. 
The tournament this year 
has definitely had its fair share 
of madness. There have been 
upsets, overtime games and 
buzzer beaters. Let's hope 
the Final Four and National 
Championship game can 
keep the recent craziness of 
the tournament alive. And 
to former Bison sports editor 
David Salley, if you're reading 
this, go Gamecocks. 
TAYLOR HODGES is the 
head sports editor for the 
Bison. He may be contacted 
at thodges@harding.edu. 
Twitter: @thodges_2 
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Lady Bisons continue winning streak, 
focus on playing 'one pitch at a time' 
GRANT STEWART 
asst. copy editor 
After a four game sweep against Southern 
Nazarene University (SNU), the Lady Bisons 
softball team broke a Great American Con-
ference (GAC) record with 21 consecutive 
wins, beating the old record by two. Coach 
Phil Berry said they were all excited, but they 
were not going to let it change their attitudes. 
"It'-s always exciting when you're on a 
winning streak," Berry said. "Your food tastes 
better, and everything is just going well when 
you're on a winning streak, but we do what we 
can to look at each game one at a tim~ -and 
let streaks take care of themselves. W e're just 
going to build on each game and each win." 
The high scoring weekend started off with 
a 10-6 win against SNU on Friday, March 24. 
SNU scored the first run in the second inning, 
which was the first run scored against Harding 
in 38 innings, according to Harding Sports. 
Harding responded with a plethora of home 
runs, including a grand slam from freshman 
pitcher Autumn Humes and freshman outfielder 
Lindsey Duncan's first collegiate home run. 
The Lady Bisons continued to work at an 
unprecedented level on Friday, as they broke 
the school records for most runs after beating 
SNU 20-3 and the most RBIs with 19, with 
the previous run record being 18 and the RBI 
record being 16. Humes pitched six innings 
and improved her record to 12-1. 
On Saturday, the Lady Bisons continued 
to put in work with another double- header 
against the Crimson Storm. The Lady Bisons 
won the first game 6-2. By taking command 
of the game in the fifth inning thanks to a 
three- run home run by sophomore outfielder 
Peyton Mills and a solo home run by Humes. 
The Lady Bisons concluded the sweep on 
Saturday evening with a 17-5 win. Senior third 
baseman Amanda Berdon started off the day 
when she doubled in two runs. The Lady Bisons 
stayed with the beat by scoring six points in 
the second inning with Mills knocking in a 
three run home run. 
Mills went on to be named GAC Player of 
the Week after the eventful series . She said 
that the team was excited to win the series 
and take the spot as the new record holders, 
but she added that they are not letting it go 
to their heads. 
"Your food tastes better, and 
everything Is just going well 
when you're on a win streak." 
-Head Coach Phil Berry 
"If anything, the streak has made us work , 
a little harder. We know there is a target on 
our backs, so it is important to stay focused 
on what we can control," Mills said. "(Our 
next step is to) keep working towards our 
goal and following the steps in our process. 
The recognition is great, but it is important 
for our team to play every game like we can 
and not let the rankings or streaks get in our 
heads. We must play one pitch at a time and 
win that pitch. n 
The Lady Bisons look to continue their 
streak against Southeastern Oklahoma State 
University on Friday, March 31. 
Tennis teams strengthen records 
DELILAH POPE 
editorial assistant 
The Harding men's and women's tennis teams 
are coming out of two fresh wins from this past 
week, and both teams are looking to establish a 
streak in matches set for this coming week~nd. 
On March 21, the men's team defeated No. 10 
ranked Emporia State University in Springfield, 
Missouri. The match marked the end of a three-
match losing streak for the Bisons, and the victory 
was the Bisons' first over a regionally- ranked 
team this season as they brought down the No. 
10 Central Region team in a 5-1 victory. 
In doubles, the No. 7 regionally ranked 
men's team won two of their three matches, 
with junior Carlos Crisostomo and freshman 
A.J. Barrington attaining their first dual match 
victory with a 9 -7 score. 
Barrington and Crisostomo were not the 
only duo to reach a team benchmark in last 
Tuesday's match, as junior Adria Abella and 
freshman Alejandro Sendra finished at No. 3 
in doubles with an 8-4 victory in their second 
match as a team. 
In singles, Crisostomo, Barrington and Abella 
won each of their sets, finishing at Nos. 1, 2 
and 3, respectively. The match marked Sendra's 
first finish at No. 1, and sealed Crisostomo and 
Barrington's 11th singles victories. 
According to Barrington, the team's victory 
is due to their positive outlook and mutual 
encouragement. 
"(The team is) just continuing to stay posi-
tive and upbeat, and especially the cheering on 
the sides helped to keep us pumped up and in 
the moment, and just propelled us through the 
finish," Barrington said. 
Also transitioning out of a loss, the women's 
team defeated Southern Nazarene University on 
March 25 in Bethany, Oklahoma. The 8-1 victory 
was the team's first Great American Conference 
(GAC) match of the season. 
The Lady Bisons' No. 3 duo of junior Emily 
Faulkner and freshman Milou Dalmolen won 
their third straight doubles match with a score 
of 8-0, and the No. 1 team of senior Piper Huey 
and junior Laura Golubic won their sixth straight 
match with a score of 8-2. According to Huey, 
the duo is looking forward to continued success 
for the rest of the season. 
"We're feeling good. We've beat a lot of good 
doubles teams, and so she and I are really excited 
about what we can do," Huey said. "We've felt 
really confident in all of our doubles and I think 
that's helped a lot." 
No. 5 senior Arielle Butler secured the Lady 
Bisons' match victory with a doubles victory of 
7-6, 6-0, her 14th singles victory of the season, 
and the team's current season record. The victory 
was the 52nd of her Harding career. 
No. 2, Golubic and No. 4, junior Brittany 
Smyser, earned straight-set wins, and Huey 
upset Polina Chala, the No. 6 player in the 
Central Region. 
This weekend, both the men's and women's 
teams will face off against Central Region ri-
vals. On Sunday, the Lady Bisons will play the 
University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff in Pine 
Bluff, Arkansas, followed by a home game on 
Monday at 2 p.m. against GAC rivals, Ouachita 
Baptist University (OBU). On Saturday, the 
men's team will begin conference play at home 
against OBU at 2 p.m. 
AMANDA FLOYD I The Bison 
Junior Carlos Crisostomo returns a shot in a match last season. The men's team 
ended their losing streak after they defeated No. 10 ranked Emporia State in Spring-
field, Missouri. 
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Senior Josh Syrotchen practices his discus throw on Tuesday, March 28. Syrotchen has qualified for the Outdoor Track and Field National Championships, 
which will take place in Bradenton, Florida, on May 25-27 at the IMG Academy. 
Discus thrower qualifies for DII nationals 
Senior Josh Syrotchen hopes to use his experience to help others succeed 
EMILY FAULKNER 
asst. sports editor 
After joining the track team in the ninth grade, senior 
Josh Syrotchen quickly realized he didn't enjoy running at 
all. In fact, he hated it. He took up throwing in high school, 
he said, as something to pass time, something to do. 
"I always thought I could be this good, I just didn't know 
when it would happen," Syrotchen said. "In high school, I 
really thought more seriously about competing in college, 
and here I am today." 
It has never been an easy road though. Syrotchen puts 
countless hours of hard work into his training, and some 
days are harder than others. 
"There are more bad days than good days, but you have 
to make the most of the bad days," Syrotchen said. "Find 
the good in the bad and make the most of the practice; don't 
let your work ethic drop because you maybe had a bad day." 
"You never get anywhere by cutting 
corners; there are going to be lots of 
hard turns. The hard turns mean that 
something great is about to happen 
th,ough, you just got to keep going." 
-Senior Josh Syrotchen 
·Syrotchen has always had a passion for helping others 
and plans on pursuing a career in coaching. He would pref er 
to coach either high school or collegiate track, perhaps even 
football. 
"I think.a big part of why I'm so passionate about coaching 
and helping others is thanks to my high school track coach," 
Syrotchen said. "He helped me so much and we're still friends 
Our Athletes' Views 
On March Madness 
uestions 
today; I just want to be that person for someone one day." 
Syrotchen gives all the credit to others who have helped him 
along the way, particularly Coach Guymon and Coach Meg. 
Beyond his coaches, the athletic trainers are also contrib-
uting factors to his success. Having been recently injured, 
Syrotchen uses the training room on a daily basis. 
"It's funny and kind of like my ritual now, but I always 
have to get a release from Taylor Adam," Syrotchen said, 
laughing. "I've done it three times, and every time after, I've 
had three PR's, so I think something is working there." 
Syrotchen was named GAC thrower of the week this 
past week in all of Division II. He also has already qualified 
for nationals, being the first Division II discus thrower to 
do so, so far this year. 
"If! could go back and tell my younger self anything it'd 
be, 'Don't be so full of yourself; don't be so cocky, m Syrotchen 
said. "Always be happy with where you are. Don't get caught 
up in where you want to be so much." 
His throw of 194 feet, 8 inches won the Rhodes Invi-
tational by more than 15 feet, his 12th career event title in 
discus. His throw was just short of his personal best and the 
school-record throw of 198-08 last season. 
"My goal is still to get to 200 feet, which I technically 
already did, but it was in the summer," Syrotchen said. 
"That will be my goal for the rest of the season, to actually 
accomplish that in a meet." 
Syrotchen's discus mark was the farthest on the week 
by any athlete across all collegiate levels, by over a foot. 
Syrotchen also had the third-best discus mark on the week 
with a throw of 57.lOm (187-4). 
. ''I try to help my teammates out when I can, even at meets, 
I help different schools," Syrotchen said. "I tell them, 'Don't 
try to fix it now,'because that's when they're under pressure; 
It's important to focus on improving during practice when 
there's no pressure on you - then the results will come." 
Chelsea Heidebrecht 
Basketball 
His fifth-place finish in discus was his personal best 
(15. 74m) and is the 13th best in Division IL He also placed 
fourth at the Rhodes Invitational in the weight throw, re-
cording a toss of 46.61m (152-11). 
"Ifl'm at nationals, then I'm there to win it. It just depends 
on the competition though, really," Syrotchen said. "When it 
comes to other meets, if someone beats me, good for them. 
They did better than me." 
Most recently, Syrotchen won the discus for the second 
straight weekend. On his first of six throws, Syrotchen re-
corded the winning mark of 190 feet, 7 inches, marking his 
13th career event victory in the discus. 
Syrotchen also won the shot put for the first time in his 
career. His mark of 49-02.50 won by more than two feet. 
"You never get anywhere by cutting corners; there are 
going to be lots of hard turns," Syrotchen said. "The hard 
turns mean that something great is about to happen though, 
you just got to keep going." 
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Trey Adkison 
Track 
Are you keeping up with 
"Yes." 
"Not anymore, ''.A little bit here "Yes." 
''No, but I wish I 
because Kentucky the NCAA tournament? 
already lost." 
and there." had time to." 
Who do you want to win "Kentucky, but they "Don't care 
"Gotta go 
"UNG." forgot what as long as "UNC.n with the underdog the tournament? defense was. n it isn't Duke." South Carolina." 
How has your bracket "Very well! "Good until "Pretty good "Very well! "Hopefully better than 
In the top3 Kentucky forgot since I didn't I have UNG held up? percent." how to play defense. n make one." winning it. " my grades." 
"Okalhoma.So I 
Who's your favorite college "UNG." usually stop watching "I'd have to "Kentucky "The Lady Bisons." 
team? after their conference go with Stanford." Wildcats." 
tournament." 
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Witchcraft to ministry, mission for Cameroon 
SARAH DIXON 
head copy editor 
Growing up in a village in Cameroon, Africa, Louis Bassay 
never imagined that he would end up in the U.S. studying 
Christian ministry. But now at age 43, Bassay along with 
his entire family, has moved to Arkansas for him to get his 
bachelor's of ministry in the Center for Advanced Ministry 
Training (CAMT) at Harding. 
As a child, he had few ties to Christianity. Bassay said his 
culture in Cameroon is heavily influenced by the acknowl-
edgment of magic and spirits. 
"I grew up where if you walk at night, you are more 
afraid of the wizards and witches than you are the armed 
robbers," Bassay said. 
Bassay describes his father as a "juju man."Bassayworked 
as his assistant and witnessed many encounters where his 
father would help heal those in the community. 
"My father was the kind of person where if you have a 
disease, he would use the spirit to give you healing," Bassay 
said. 
Bassay attended a Catholic school as a child, where he 
was introduced to Christianity. His father was intrigued by 
the spiritual power that Christians talked about and would 
often send him to church and ask him to relate the events. 
Bassay's mother, who passed away when he was 12, was 
the first in the family to be introduced to the Church of 
Christ by a local preacher named Duombe Pierre. Later, 
Pierre began talking to Bassay's sister about Christ. When 
Bassay was 15, his sister, who was 19 at the time, was bap-
tized. Bassay attended the church service and baptism and 
was compelled to be baptized himself 
From there, Bassay learned more about Christ and eventu-
ally became an interpreter for Church of Christ missionaries 
in 1996. There are over 200 languages in Cameroon, but 
the official languages are French and English, with French 
being the dominant language and Bassay's first language. 
"I started working in Cameroon in the church in the 
field of translation and interpretation," Bassay said. "You 
know, when you are interpreting for someone, you are 
saying exactly what a person is saying, and if you do that 
again and again and again, the tendency for you to be able 
to reproduce a message, even in their absence, is multiplied. 
And so I started developing some skills in preaching. The 
interpretation brought me into the knowledge of God." 
"If I don't take this back to my people, 
I can't see how I will look at myself In 
the mirror and live with it." 
-Louis Bassay 
CAMT student 
Eventually, someone asked Bassay why he could not be 
trained to be a minister himsel£ From 2001 to 2016, Bassay 
served as a full-time minister at a congregation in Camer-
oon. During this time he also became a prominent youth 
leader, organizing youth events across the country. Bassay 
SAVANNA DISTEFANO 
features editor 
Mrs. Prieto said the main reason for the family's moving 
to the U.S. was to stay together while junior Juan Prieto 
completed his college education at Harding. After two 
months of analyzing options, Mrs. and Mr. Prieto decided to 
officially move to the U.S., and Mrs. Prieto and her younger 
son flew to Florida in the summer of 2015. According to 
Juan Prieto, the government halted their progress, and Mr. 
Prieto bribed officials in order to allow the family to leave 
the country. 
"It was difficult to make the choice (to move) since we 
were going to leave a lot behind: jobs, houses, stores," Mrs. 
Prieto said. "Once we made it, it was easier to assimilate 
everything. Assimilate and digest all the process that was 
coming our way ... Every day we would put the pros and 
cons on a balance. (There were~ nights without sleep, days 
with tons of stress, (without us) knowing whether we were 
doing the right thing or not, whether (we were) staying or 
not. It was very, very difficult." 
Upon settling in the U.S., the Prieto family made an 
appointment to apply for political asylum. Their case is 
set to be heard in 2019, in line with other immigrants and 
refugees hoping for their chance to fulfill the American 
dream. Currently, Mr. Prieto works with banquets at Hilton 
and Universal hotels. Mrs. Prieto teaches at a preschool and 
continues to work as a housekeeper on weekends. They have 
AMANDA FLOYD I The Bison 
Louis Bassay, a minister from Cameroon, Africa, is completing his bachelor's degree with the Center 
for Advanced Ministry Training. He plans to return to his country upon graduating in 2018. 
also created directories of all the Churches of Christ there, 
and with the help of wife, produced a written catalog of 400 
religious songs for the churches in Cameroon. 
It was also during this time that Bassay first met Chris 
Lowe, a missionary from the Cloverdale Church of Christ 
in Searcy, and began translating for him. Lowe introduced 
him to CAMT, and Bassay began researching the program. 
"I read about it and immediately fell in love with Harding 
University," Bassay said. 
However, it would be a while before Bassay was able 
to think realistically about studying in the United States. 
"In February of 2015, Chris Lowe came again, and my 
wife told me, 'You know what, let's go talk to him again 
about this idea,' and if my wife wants you to do something 
you do it,"Bassay said. "So she and I went to see Chris and 
we talked with him, and I told him that this is what I want. 
And he said he would help me." 
From then on, Bassay started making preparations and 
seeking support to leave Cameroon in order to study at 
Harding. 
"I lost my full-time support because I came here," Bassay 
said. "The congregation that was sponsoring me dropped 
my support. So many times I was frustrated because of that, 
but Chris was there to tell me, 'If God wants this to work, 
it will work. m 
set new goals for their family while they assimilate to the 
U.S., including finding higher-paying jobs, opening new 
businesses, buying a new house and seeing both children 
complete their educations. 
"Sacrifices were really hard; however, they were totally 
worth it," Mrs. Prieto said. "Leaving my country, leaving my 
family, leaving my house, leaving my preschool: all of those 
were big and hard sacrifices to make, but I know it will all 
be worth it - I know it will." 
Juan Prieto said he plans to return to Venezuela later 
in life. He wants to provide medical devices and skills that 
have yet to become mainstream in Venezuela. To thank his 
parents,Juan Prieto said he plans to use his future career to 
regain what they lost in Venezuela. 
"I am kind of pioneering for Venezuela because we really 
don't have any biomedical industries,"Juan Prieto said. "(I am 
planning to) go back to Venezuela and, with some friends, 
start my own company and hire more friends because I 
want to help them out as well and start my own biomedical 
devices industry in Venezuela ... My mom always dreamed 
about having her preschool, and she had to sell it for me, 
so it's kind of my dream to go back and buy that preschool 
from anyone who (then owns) it. If they don't want to sell 
it, I'll buy a preschool just as good in front of it ... so I can 
give it back to her." 
According to the Huffington Post, the future ofVenezu-
ela is uncertain as food shortages grow prominent, poverty 
spreads and lowering oil prices weaken the country's economy. 
Bassay said eventually, money started to come in from 
places he never imagined would support him. However, there 
was still the issue of getting visas not only for himself, but 
for his wife and three daughters. 
"Chris Lowe, with the money we had raised, bought our 
tickets before we had even gone to the U.S. Embassy to get 
visas," Bassay said. "He is a great guy of faith." 
Surprisingly, Bassay got the visas fairly quickly, and soon 
he was on his way to the U.S. to study ministry. Bassay and 
his family lived with the Lowe family for six months while 
they transitioned into life in America. Bassay and his wife 
have had a son since being in Searcy and he said that his 
other daughters made the adjustment quickly. According 
to Bassay, many were concerned that he would not return 
to Cameroon, but Bassay assured them that his story is one 
of ministry, and for him that requires him to return. Bassay 
will finish the CAMT program in May 2018 and then travel 
home to Cameroon with his family. 
"Ifl don't take this back to my people, I can't see how I 
will look at myself in the mirror and live with it. Above all, 
I don't see how I will go before God someday and say, 'This 
is what I did for you,m Bassay said. "Where I worship here, 
there are so many Bible professors with doctorate degrees, 
and so they don't even need me here. And my people are so 
desperate for my presence - I need to go there and serve." 
AMANDA FLOYD I The Bison 
Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro received an approval 
rating of 21.2 percent last year, and citizens continue to 
protest for presidential removal, just as Juan Prieto had. 
"I struggled, and I guess I still do, about what my home 
is," Juan Prieto said. "Of course I miss my homeland, of 
course I want to go back, but even though it has been hard, 
I now have memories from my new home - that rented 
house in Orlando. It might not even be ours, or it might not 
be the same as Venezuela, but it really has become the place 
that I think of when I want to escape from everything, the 
place where I know my family is waiting for me, the place 
that has brought me so many surprisingly good memories 
even with the hardships we have faced." 
1his is the third and final installment of the "Redijining 
Home" series. For preceding articles, visit thelink.harding.edu. 
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DINO B .UNDER 
Mighty Morphin reboot fails to connect with franchise fans old and new 
GARRETT HOWARD Rangers timeline and serves 
lifestyle editor as the franchise kickstarter 
for five planned sequels. But 
After five high school how does the film handle 
students unearth mysterious this monumental pressure 
coins in the sleepy town of expected of modern block-
Angel Grove, they are given buster franchises? Ironically, 
superhuman abilities and "Power Rangers" starts strong 
discover that they are the next as an interesting character 
generation of Power Rangers: study, but stumbles and falls 
an elite group of warriors tasked hard once the actual Power 
with defending life across Rangers arrive. 
the universe. However, when The chemistry between 
the evil witch Rita Repulsa the lead performers carries 
emerges from her 65-million this film far higher than it 
year confinement to destroy has any right to go. Dacre 
life on Earth, the fledgling Montgomery, Naomi Scott, 
Rangers must learn to work RJ Cyler, Becky G and Ludi 
as a team and morph into Lin all shine as the Red, 
their true potential before Pink, Blue, Yellow and Black 
Rita can return to full power. Rangers, respectively. While 
Directed by Dean Israelite Montgomery, Scott and Cyler 
("Project Almanac"), "Power receive more development than 
Rangers" is an origin story the others, each Ranger's arc 
that reboots the classic Power is layered and ( to some extent) 
wHATI5 
CLAIRE PATTON 
head web editor 
JAISAHOGUE 
news editor 
With Earth Day coming 
SCX>n, many wonder how they 
can alter their lifestyles in 
order to go green. Fortu-
nately, Harding has already 
made steps to becoming an 
environmentally friendly 
campus. 
According to James 
Noble, Aramark Facilities 
service director and front line 
manager, Harding's service 
director in 2000 made an 
effort to make Harding a 
more eco-friendly university. 
"When the service mas-
ter took over the custodial 
contract, the director was 
big on recycling, so h e 
did a lot of pushing for a 
bigger recycle program," 
Noble said. 
Since then, Harding has 
set recycling bins around 
campus, installed more 
bike racks to encourage 
ri'ding bikes to class as 
opposed to driving, and, 
just last year, installed a 
water bottle station in the 
Student Center as a part of 
the. $tudent Association's 
(SA) recycling promotion. · 
: ¥nior Daniel Evans,1SA 
v1'ee president, explaiqed 
thh the association has . . 
the goal of trying to get · 
students.· to. i-ecycle m _ore 
'lfud · tnake Plarding more 
eco-friendly. 
"We recycle lots of paper, 
plastic, aluminum cans and 
cardboard,"Evans said. "As 
far as that goes, it's possible 
for us to recycle; it's just that 
not a lot of students do." 
Harding has had a 
sustainability committee 
in the past that met twice 
per semester, but Noble 
said they have not met 
since the beginning of the 
2016 school year. 
"Weve talked about things 
when we had the meetings, 
about some things with Dr. 
David Collins, like being 
in a skit in chapel to get 
students more active and 
involved in recycling,"Noble 
said. "Nothing ever came of 
that. I honestly don't know. 
You can't force somebody 
to recycle." 
Becoming eco-friendly 
goes beyond recycling. 
Part of being a more green 
campus includes health and 
safety checks and requir-
ing that students unplug 
all electronics and adjust 
thermostats to conserve 
energy before breaks. 
Evans pointed out that 
even picking up trash is an 
easy way to keep Harding's 
campus clean, and Noble 
added that the university 
has begun recycling ink 
and toner cartridges. 
"What is important is 
that [rm:ycling afuf going 
green] is' made ac;cessible, 
available and easy," Evans 
said. "But is there more 
stuff we can do to be green? 
Always." 
For more information 
on Harding's Go Green 
movement, visit harding. 
edu/gogreen. 
relatable, and watching these 
characters interact is by far 
the highlight of the film. 
Even supporting charac-
ters aimed to flesh out the 
Power Rangers mythology 
via exposition dump (Bryan 
Cranston as Zordon and Bill 
Hader as Alpha 5) work well 
as subdued versions of their 
90s counterparts. However, 
Elizabeth Banks'Rita Repulsa 
is where the film struggles 
to find stability. Laughable 
villain name aside, Banks 
exudes unsettling elements of 
horror while simultaneously 
chewing the scenery as any 
other cheesy 90s villain would. 
This is one of the film's 
greatest problems: establishing 
a cohesive tone. In this regard, 
the film harkens back to last 
year's "Fantastic Beasts and 
Where to Find Them," hap-
hazardly switching between 
a darker, more mature tone 
aimed at its now-grown 
fanbase while still trying 
to retain the innocent and 
childlike elements of the 
source material to draw in a 
new generation of fans. "Power 
Rangers" zigzags between 
gruesome murder scenes to 
literally playing the "Go Go 
Power Rangers" theme song 
without skipping a beat- an 
uncomfortably jarring shift 
in tone, to say the least. 
Even outside ofRepulsa's 
character, "Power Rangers" 
struggles to decide what kind 
of movie it wants to be. The 
first two acts play out as a 
grounded and engaging tale 
of discovery, akin to "The 
Breakfast Club" mixed with 
the first half of"Iron Man." 
The actual Power Ranger 
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components are all dumped 
into the rushed 20-minute 
finale, which relentles.5ly assaults 
viewers with an incoherent 
visual barrage of half-baked 
CGI likened to a low-budget 
"Transformers" film. 
Ultimately, there is a great 
movie buried somewhere 
inside "Power Rangers" that 
is, ironically, hindered by 
its namesake elements. The 
Rangers' climactic reveal does 
't('t( 
feel earned, but it might make 
viewers wonder if it's really 
the ending to the same movie 
or if it's even the ending they 
actually want at that point. 
"Power Rangers" earns a 
mediocre two and a half-out 
of five Garrett Stars. With 
a runtime of 124 minutes, 
the film is rated PG-13 for 
sequences of sci-fi violence, 
action and destruction, lan-
guage, and some crude humor. 
New app to bring 
tnobile interface 
to HU Pipeline 
LUKE THEISEN 
student writer 
The age of struggling to 
navigate Pipeline on a mobile 
browser is over. The era of 
the app has begun. That's 
right, Information Services 
and Technology (IS&T), the 
Student Association, the 
Office of University Com-
munications and Marketing 
and a committee of various 
faculty and staff are hard at 
work on the development 
of a Harding University 
mobile application that will 
be available to download 
on all Apple and Android 
devices. 
"We want to make sure 
that anything you can do on 
your laptop, you can do on 
your phone with the app," 
Hannah Owens, director of 
Digital Media said. "Right 
now there are limitations with 
some of the things that we 
have that make it difficult 
to use on a mobile device, so 
we want to make sure that 
what you're carrying in your 
pocket can do most of what 
you can do on a laptop." 
Owens went on to say 
that ease of use is a huge 
factor, and the goal is to be 
able to streamline all the 
IS&T has some ideas, such 
as Pipeline integration, a 
customizable notification 
system, campus news and 
the ability to smoothly 
transition to other apps like 
Canvas, but it is largely up 
to the students. A survey 
was sent out and posted on 
Pipeline on March 1 
"This is the most exciting 
part because there are so 
many opportunities that 
we are looking for and 
there are a lot of different 
directions that we could 
go in, so that's what we are 
trying to identify," Owens 
said. "We hope that when 
people take the survey, 
they say things like, 'I am 
in a social club. I want to 
be able to customize my 
experience. based on this 
club that I'm in,'That's the 
kind of stuff that we want 
to hear about." 
Chalenburg added that 
they still have a lot of 
questions to answer. 
"If you have push noti-
fication functionality and 
students are getting 10 to 
12 notifications a day that 
don't relate to them, they're 
going to quit using it,"Cha-
lenburg said. "I don't blame 
them. I would too. So there 
capabilities that students are things like that as well 
need in a single, accessible as what content should be 
space. displayed, and that's where 
The app is still in the early we will look heavily at the 
stages of development, and ideas that came up in the 
the search for a platform survey and decide how best 
is the current goal being to implement those." 
pursued. Chalenburg said that 
"We are going to, hope- there will be a pilot period 
fully, within the next three during which a number of 
weeks, send out a request for students wHl be asked to 
a proposal to ~ome vendors ;, test the app and provide 
, we ha:vc:;_id~nti.ned-as beJ.ng · 'feedback bt;fore it is }eleased 
. ~elY: an~tes for a plat! to tlie public. The app is 
fo;m and get them to send · currently set to.release in 
'.i)rop©sals . ac'k as to wJiat November 201.7, around 
they cai, do and e;et some , Thanksgiving Break. 
~ir&as about functionality To help shape the final 
JANUARY FEBRUARY 
Information courtesy of Aramark Facilities 
and security, " Assistant build of the app, follow 
Vice President of IS&T this link and vote for what 
Mike Chalenburg said. features you think should 
As for the specific features be included: http://bit.ly/ 
and content within the app, App_Survey. 
